Matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation for the treatment of chondral defects of the knees in Chinese patients
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Abstract: Articular cartilage injury is the most common type of damage seen in clinical orthopedic practice. The matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant (MACI) was developed to repair articular cartilage with an advance on the autologous chondrocyte implant procedure. This study aimed to evaluate whether MACI is a safe and efficacious cartilage repair treatment for patients with knee cartilage lesions. The primary outcomes were the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) domains and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results, compared between baseline and postoperative months 3, 6, 12, and 24. A total of 15 patients (20 knees), with an average age of 33.9 years, had a mean defect size of 4.01 cm². By 6-month follow-up, KOOS results demonstrated significant improvements in symptoms and knee-related quality of life. MRI showed significant improvements in four individual graft scoring parameters at 24 months postoperatively. At 24 months, 90% of MACI grafts had filled completely and 10% had good-to-excellent filling of the chondral defect. Most (95%) of the MACI grafts were isointense and 5% were slightly hyperintense. Histologic evaluation at 15 and 24 months showed predominantly hyaline cartilage in newly generated tissue. There were no postoperative complications in any patients and no adverse events related to the MACI operation. This 2-year study has confirmed that MACI is safe and effective with the advantages of a simple technique and significant clinical improvements. Further functional and mechanistic studies with longer follow-up are needed to validate the efficacy and safety of MACI in patients with articular cartilage injuries.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage injury is the most common type of damage seen in orthopedic practice.¹–³ Since articular cartilage is avascular and aneural, this limits its ability to regenerate a biomechanically favorable hyaline-like repair tissue. This may invariably promote ongoing deterioration, with subsequent progression to early-onset osteoarthritis.⁴–⁶ While cartilage repair treatments such as lavage and debridement, microfracture, abrasion, mosaicplasty, marrow stimulation technique, and subchondral drilling, result in predominantly fibrous cartilage instead of hyaline cartilage with the clinical effects decreasing over time,⁷–¹² autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) results in predominantly hyaline-like tissue regeneration.⁶,¹³–¹⁶ The ACI technique involves isolation of chondrocytes and proliferation in vitro to create a high-density chondrocyte suspension, which is injected to fill cartilage defects underneath a periosteal cover. Good clinical results have been documented with this technique.¹⁷–²⁴ However, the large surgical incision, peripheral graft hypertrophy (25% of patients)...
and calcification, and degeneration of sutured cartilage have compromised the efficacy of ACI.\textsuperscript{17–25}

The matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant (MACI) was developed as the third and current generation ACI technique to repair articular cartilage, with advantages over the traditional ACI procedure.\textsuperscript{13,22,26,27} MACI has evolved based on the need to resolve complications associated with the use of periosteum, as well as the complexity and microtrauma of suturing the collagen cover and potential for cell leakage related to the aforementioned ACI techniques.\textsuperscript{27}

With the MACI procedure, cultivated chondrocytes are seeded onto a type I/III collagen bilayer membrane, which is glued with fibrin sealant to the cartilaginous defect void after being trimmed to a suitable shape.\textsuperscript{11,22,26} Growth of a large number of chondrocytes seeded on the 3-dimensional membrane scaffold supports cell proliferation, promotes stable expression of their original phenotype, and enhances the chondrocyte-secreting matrix to increase the stiffness of the scaffold.\textsuperscript{13,22,26} The collagen membrane is characterized by good biocompatibility, suitable degradation time, and complete integration with the adjacent native cartilage. Use of a fibrin sealant also avoids a second injury caused by suturing, and the use of a nonautologous periosteum simplifies the operative procedure. With MACI, rather than suturing the defect cover, the cultured healthy chondrocytes are seeded directly and grow onto the collagen membrane in vitro and are then implanted into the defect and fixed in place with fibrin glue, which facilitates chondrocyte migration and proliferation.\textsuperscript{27} Using this technique, the implant does not have the same limitations encountered using the periosteal patch, and the surgery can be performed faster than both prior ACI predecessors and is less traumatic since only a smaller incision is needed to gain adequate defect exposure.

To date, there are many reports on the use of MACI in Western countries but none in Chinese patients. We hypothesized that MACI was a safe and effective approach for articular cartilage damage repair in Chinese patients. In this study, we evaluated 2-year clinical, radiologic, and histologic outcomes for patients with articular knee lesions who were treated with MACI, between July 2004 and July 2009, at the General Hospital of Chinese People’s Armed Police Forces, Beijing, People’s Republic of China. Exclusion criteria were body mass index (BMI) >35, bipolar lesions, ongoing inflammatory arthritis, >3° of varus/valgus malalignment, uncorrected congenital blood coagulation disorders, patients with a femoral epiphysseal growth plate that is not fully closed, or uncorrectable ligamentous deficiency.

**Ethics statement**

Ethics approval was obtained from the Clinical Ethics Committee of the General Hospital of Chinese People’s Armed Police Forces, Beijing, People’s Republic of China. All patients gave written informed consent and were treated according to the Helsinki Declaration and Chinese clinical study ethics laws and policies.

**Preoperative preparation**

All patients underwent radiographic examination of the knee after enrollment. Line of traction and Q angle were measured, and any findings of patellofemoral malalignment were noted for correction during the arthroscopic procedure or following MACI (ie, tibial tubercle ingression). Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), MRI, and laboratory examinations were conducted before surgery.

The cartilage defects were examined arthroscopically and concomitant pathologies such as patellar abnormalities were treated at this time. A ~200 mg sample of healthy cartilage was harvested from a non-weight-bearing area of the knee. The harvested cartilage was placed in a nutrient medium and sent for development of the matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant (MACI\textsuperscript{16}; Verigen, Perth, Australia), where the cells were passaged and seeded onto a type I/III collagen bilayer membrane (ACI-Maix; Matricel GmbH, Herzogenrath, Germany) for implantation according to manufacturer instructions. The cell density was approximately one million cells per cm\textsuperscript{2}.

**MACI surgical procedure**

The classic MACI technique was used as described previously.\textsuperscript{21,29} With the involved knee flexed at 60°, a parapatellar or midline incision of the knee was performed to expose the defect area. All damaged and loose cartilage down to the

**Materials and methods**

**Patient selection**

Patients aged 14–60 years were enrolled and treated between July 2004 and July 2009, and were evaluated in accordance with the International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) grading guidelines and the Outerbridge criteria.\textsuperscript{28} The patients all had grade III/IV chondral defects of the patella or trochlear and failed nonsurgical therapies. All preoperative and postoperative treatments and evaluations including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were performed at the General Hospital of Chinese People’s Armed Police Forces, Beijing, People’s Republic of China. Exclusion criteria were body mass index (BMI) >35, bipolar lesions, ongoing inflammatory arthritis, >3° of varus/valgus malalignment, uncorrected congenital blood coagulation disorders, patients with a femoral epiphysseal growth plate that is not fully closed, or uncorrectable ligamentous deficiency.

**Preoperative preparation**

All patients underwent radiographic examination of the knee after enrollment. Line of traction and Q angle were measured, and any findings of patellofemoral malalignment were noted for correction during the arthroscopic procedure or following MACI (ie, tibial tubercle ingression). Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), MRI, and laboratory examinations were conducted before surgery.

The cartilage defects were examined arthroscopically and concomitant pathologies such as patellar abnormalities were treated at this time. A ~200 mg sample of healthy cartilage was harvested from a non-weight-bearing area of the knee. The harvested cartilage was placed in a nutrient medium and sent for development of the matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant (MACI\textsuperscript{16}; Verigen, Perth, Australia), where the cells were passaged and seeded onto a type I/III collagen bilayer membrane (ACI-Maix; Matricel GmbH, Herzogenrath, Germany) for implantation according to manufacturer instructions. The cell density was approximately one million cells per cm\textsuperscript{2}.

**MACI surgical procedure**

The classic MACI technique was used as described previously.\textsuperscript{21,29} With the involved knee flexed at 60°, a parapatellar or midline incision of the knee was performed to expose the defect area. All damaged and loose cartilage down to the
subchondral plate were removed from the defect, taking care to avoid bleeding. A foil template that reflected the geometry of the chondral defect was used to appropriately shape the MACI membrane, which was pressed into the defect and secured with a thin layer of fibrin glue (Tisseel; Baxter Healthcare, IL, USA). Stability of the MACI membrane was tested with passive flexion-extension movements.

Postoperative rehabilitation
The involved knee was flexed passively to 10° and elevated at 15° within 24 hours postoperatively. Activity was permitted in the involved knee (within 15°) protected by a brace and with no weight-bearing for the first week. The patient was discharged after 2–3 weeks provided that no abnormalities were found. Functional activities were allowed according to a rehabilitation program that progressively increased loading. Continuous passive motion was started at week 2 and the movement range was gradually increased to 60° within 6 weeks; at the same time, isometric contraction exercises were permitted. After 6 weeks, the brace was eliminated and the patient was permitted to walk with crutches, followed by progressive increments of loading. Further activity guidelines and advice were provided until 12 months after surgery. After 6 months, circular motion and jogging were started; heavy exercise such as soccer was permitted after 12 months.

Postoperative clinical and MRI evaluations
The KOOS scoring system was used to evaluate pain, symptoms, activities of daily living, sports and recreation function, and knee-related quality of life (QoL) in patients at 1 week preoperatively and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months postoperatively.

MRI examinations were performed preoperatively and at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months after surgery, and the results were evaluated by two experienced radiologists, both of whom were blinded to the data. MRIs were performed on a 3.0T MR unit (TrioTim; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) or a 1.5T MR unit (Symphony; Siemens), and these following sequences were performed with a flexible surface knee coil: 1) sagittal SE T1WI; 2) sagittal FSE PDWI with fat-suppression (FS); 3) coronal FSE PDWI-FS; 4) axial FSE T2WI-FS; and 5) sagittal three-dimensional vibe T1WI-FS. A previously described system was used to evaluate several parameters: 1) degree of defect repair and filling of the defect (20=complete, 15=hypertrophy, 10= incomplete in <50% of the adjacent cartilage, 5= incomplete in >50% of the adjacent cartilage, and 0= subchondral bone exposed); 2) integration to the border zone (15=complete, 10= demarcating border visible, 5= defect visible for <50% of the length of the repair tissue, and 0= defect visible for >50% of the length of the repair tissue); 3) signal intensity of the repair tissue (15= isointense, 10= slightly hyperintense, 5= moderately hyperintense, and 0= markedly hyperintense); and 4) condition of the subchondral bone (5= intact, 0= edema, granulation tissue, cysts, and sclerosis).

Three patients underwent arthroscopic examinations post-MACI treatment: one patient at 6 and 15 months, one at 8 months (to determine if MACI treatment would be worthwhile for the other knee), and one at 24 months (due to a meniscal tear during exercise). One histologic evaluation was taken at 15 months postoperatively.

Statistical analysis
Demographic and baseline characteristics were tabulated using appropriate summary statistics. Quantitative variables were calculated with the mean ± standard deviation, and qualitative and ordinal variables were calculated with frequency and percentage. Full analysis set was the major statistical method used for effective analysis. We used repeated-measures analysis of variance, and P<0.05 was considered significant. A paired Student’s t-test and χ² test or signed-rank test was used to compare baseline and posttreatment variables. Two-tailed tests and SAS software (version 9.13; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) were used for statistical analyses.

Results
Patient characteristics
A total of 15 patients were enrolled and treated between 2004 and 2009, for a total of 20 treated knees, and were followed up to 24 months. Six patients had lesions from osteochondritis dissecans, five from osteoarthritis, two from chondromalacia patella, and two from trauma. In three patients, tibial tubercle ingression was conducted concomitantly with MACI to improve patellofemoral joint alignment and reinforce the long-term efficacy of MACI. No patients were lost to follow-up over 24 months.

Patients’ and defects’ characteristics are presented in Table 1. Patients were mostly male (73%) with an average age of 33.9 years (range 14–57 years). The average number of defects was 2.5 per patient (range: 1–6), the mean defect size was 4.0 cm² (range 0.5–12 cm²), and the defects were classified as grade III or grade IV according to the Outerbridge criteria and ICRS. The defects’ average surface area were: 4.9 cm² per medial femoral condyle (n=13); 3.1 cm² per lateral femoral condyle (n=4); 2.6 cm² per patella (n=15); and 6.8 cm² per trochlea (n=5). The average resurfacing area per knee (n=20) was 7.4 cm².
Table 1 Patient demographics and defect characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Number (n, %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of knees receiving MACI</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>33.9±13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>14–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 16</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 16 to &lt; 35</td>
<td>9 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 35 to &lt; 45</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 45 to &lt; 55</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 55</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of defects</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial femoral condyle</td>
<td>13 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral femoral condyle</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patella</td>
<td>15 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral trochlea</td>
<td>5 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect size (cm²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>4.01±2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.5–12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Data are presented as n (%) unless otherwise specified. Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation; SD, standard deviation.

Postoperative evaluation

KOOS results are presented in Table 2. Except for sports and recreation, the mean KOOS scores for all four domains were over 70 at 12 months and over 80 at 24 months postoperatively. Overall, patients experienced a sustained improvement in their KOOS scores up to 24 months postoperatively. All domains at all time points, except for at 3 months, were significantly better than at baseline (Table 2). Significant reductions in symptoms ($P<0.05$) were observed compared with baseline as early as 3 months. Compared with 3 months, all five KOOS domains had improved significantly ($P<0.05$) at 6 months; and the same pattern was observed at 12 months compared with 6 months ($P<0.05$). All five domains had improved significantly at 24 months ($P<0.05$) when compared with the 12-month time point, except for QoL, which was maintained.

Postoperative MRI scores from follow-up at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months for all 37 lesions are found in Table 3. Between 3 and 24 months, mean changes were observed as follows: degree of defect repair and filling of the defect increased from 11.84 to 18.03, integration to the border zone increased from 8.95 to 13.29, signal intensity of the repair tissue increased from 3.55 to 14.34, and score of the subchondral bone increased from 0.79 to 3.03. All four parameters showed significant improvements by 12 months: the defect areas were filled completely and repair tissue was almost fully integrated with adjacent cartilage, generated repair tissue was isointense with the surrounding tissue, and subchondral bone was almost normal. After 24 months, 90% of MACI grafts had filled completely, whereas 10% had good-to-excellent filling of the chondral defect. Most (95%) of the MACI grafts were isointense, whereas 5% were slightly hyperintense. Integration of the MACI graft to the border zone was complete in 88% of patients, with the other 12% having a visible demarcating border. The subchondral bone was found intact in 60% of patients.

Figure 1 shows the MRI examination of one patient preoperatively, and at 6 months postoperatively. Integration with the adjacent native cartilage was nearly complete at 6 months, and no abnormality was found in the subchondral bone and marrow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KOOS score</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>52.37±15.63</td>
<td>56.90±11.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>46.06±14.59</td>
<td>54.77±11.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>50.46±14.47</td>
<td>50.77±10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports and recreation function</td>
<td>34.91±17.06</td>
<td>36.41±9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee-related QoL</td>
<td>50.82±8.64</td>
<td>50.99±11.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data are presented as mean ± SD. *P*<0.05, month 3 vs baseline. **P**<0.05, month 6 vs baseline and month 3. ***P***<0.05, month 12 vs baseline and month 6. ****P***<0.05, month 24 vs baseline and month 12.

Abbreviations: ADL, activity of daily living; KOOS, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; QoL, quality of life; SD, standard deviation; vs, versus.
Arthroscopic examinations were also performed on this patient at baseline (Figure 2A), and at 6 (Figure 2B) and 15 months (data not shown) postoperatively. The primary defect was filled with new repair tissue that was completely integrated with adjacent cartilage at 6 months. Similar findings were observed at 24 months postoperatively in another patient’s arthroscopic examination (Figure 2D; for baseline, see Figure 2C). The newly generated repair tissue had color, luster, and hardness comparable to those of the healthy articular cartilage.

Finally, the repair tissue was histologically examined in the patient shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2B at 15 months, as well as in the patient shown in Figure 2D at 24 months postoperatively. Alcian blue, and hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of the generated repair tissue at 15 months showed predominantly hyaline-like repair tissue within a mixture of hyaline and fibrous cartilage (Figure 3). Similar findings were observed at 24 months in the second patient’s histological examination (data not shown).

**Clinical rehabilitation**

The average time before initiating small range of motion with the involved leg with a brace was 2.7 weeks, and the average time before starting to walk with crutches was 5.6 weeks.

**Complications and failure**

Among all patients who underwent MACI, one patient experienced failure. At 24 months postoperatively, failure occurred in a 57-year-old male patient with a BMI of >30 kg/m² and osteoarthritis. His lesions were located on the left medial femoral condyle (7.5 cm²), left patella (4 cm²), both tibial plateau and femur condyle corresponding area (2 cm²), right medial femoral condyle (4 cm²), and right patella (8 cm²).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Follow-up (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of defect repair and filling of the defect (total score =20)</td>
<td>11.84±2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration to the border zone (total score =15)</td>
<td>8.95±3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal intensity of the repair tissue by dual T2-FSE (total score =15)</td>
<td>3.55±2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subchondral bone (total score =5)</td>
<td>0.79±1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Data are presented as mean ± SD and tested by repeated-measures analysis of variance between time points. <sup>a</sup>P<0.05, vs month 3. <sup>b</sup>P<0.05, vs month 6. <sup>c</sup>P<0.05, vs month 12.

**Abbreviations:** FSE, fast spin echo; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SD, standard deviation; vs, versus.

**Figure 1** MRI of the knee joint before and after the MACI operation.

**Notes:** (A) The cartilage defect region before surgery (yellow arrow), and (B) complete filling of the defect area at 6 months after surgery.

**Abbreviations:** MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
Figure 2 Arthroscopic images in two patients before operation and at 6 and 24 months after surgery.
Notes: (A) Preoperative image of the articular cartilage defect with a rough surface, (B) at 6 months after surgery, the defect was filled with new repair tissue that had a smooth surface and good integration, (C) the cartilage defect in another patient preoperatively, and (D) image at 24 months after surgery; the color, luster, and hardness of the newly generated repair tissue were comparable to those of healthy cartilage, and the repair tissue was integrated well with the surrounding cartilage.

Figure 3 Histologic examination of the biopsies.
Notes: (A) Biopsy of the generated repairing tissue, (B) alcian blue stain (<200), (C) hematoxylin and eosin stain (<40), and (D) hematoxylin and eosin stain (<200) of repairing tissue at 15 months after surgery, which show the predominance of hyaline-like repair tissue. Hyaline cartilage, cartilage lacuna, and infantile chondrocytes are indicated by arrows.
The patient had both knees treated with the MACI procedure with a concomitant osteotomy in the right knee; the tibial plateau lesions were not treated. Two years prior to the MACI treatment, the patient’s left knee had been treated with microfracture. The patient had a total knee replacement on the right 5 years after treatment. It is noteworthy to mention that both KOOS and MRI scores over time still improved despite the failure of the MACI procedure.

Among all patients receiving the MACI procedure, no postoperative complications or adverse events such as infective arthritis, wound infection, joint swelling, joint stiffness, bone edema, hyperthermia, pyrexia, and implant site edema were reported. No graft delamination, graft complication, graft hypertrophy, graft loss, or cartilage injury was reported.

**Discussion**

Several critical factors may determine clinical outcomes and quality of repair tissue after MACI procedure in patients, including 1) successful chondrocyte culture and expansion, 2) technical proficiency of the surgeons who conduct the procedure, 3) patient cooperation and compliance in all aspects of the preoperative and postoperative programs and guideline offered by the surgeons, and 4) timely progression of weight-bearing and adjunct exercises and postoperative rehabilitation.25,27 In this first report from the People’s Republic of China, we confirmed our hypothesis that MACI implantation is a safe and efficacious cartilage repair treatment in patients. In our study, MACI implantation significantly reduced pain and symptoms and improved function and knee QoL in patients with lesions from trauma, osteoarthritis, and osteochondritis dissecans. In addition, good cartilage repair tissue was seen arthroscopically and histologically, as observed by mostly complete defect fill, almost complete integration with adjacent cartilage, and a high amount of hyaline-like repair tissue. Lastly, our MACI experience shows that the implantation procedure, although open, could be completed without complications or procedure-related adverse events.

All patients had sustained improvements in KOOS scores up to 24 months postoperatively for the domains of pain, symptoms, activities of daily living, sports and recreation function, and knee-related QoL \((P<0.05)\). At 24 months postoperatively, all mean KOOS scores (Table 2) were over 80, except for the sports and recreation function, which was 70. This was likely related to psychological factors, as patients may not have been willing to resume activities for fear of a repeat injury. We suggest encouraging patients to do appropriate exercises and get early, active rehabilitation, as recommended by Ebert et al.33,34 Furthermore, early patient improvements were noted. Similar to our results, significant improvements from baseline were shown in all five KOOS domains at 24 months in a case series of young patients undergoing a combined high tibial osteotomy and MACI because of medial knee osteoarthritis,35 and in another case series of patients treated with MACI because of persistent pain associated with grade III or IV chondral lesions.32

At 3 months postoperatively, MRI for defect repair and filling showed integration of the border zone exceeding 50%, signal intensity of the repair tissue that had markedly increased, and subchondral bone edema in the majority of repaired tissue. By 6 months postoperatively, MRI showed defect tissue repair and filling with integration to the border zone approaching 80%; signal intensity of the repair tissue was moderately hyperintense, and subchondral bone edema approached 60%. At 12 and 24 months postoperatively, the repair tissue was filled completely and almost fully integrated with adjacent cartilage, was isointense with the surrounding tissue, and the subchondral bone was almost normal. Overall, the recovery of the subchondral bone was slow. Similar MRI results demonstrating good repair tissue with good defect filling and integration at 24–30 months were reported in other studies.36–38 However, longer term studies have shown some deterioration in the repair tissue at 60 months.32,35,36

For those patients who underwent arthroscopic examination, the images showed that the primary defects were filled with new repair tissue and completely integrated with adjacent cartilage by 6 months postoperatively. Histologic examination of generative repair tissue at 15 and 24 months exhibited a predominance of hyaline-like tissue within a mixture of hyaline and fibrous tissue, indicating that the MACI procedure has the potential for long-term effectiveness. This also indicates the success of implantation of healthy chondrocytes, which proliferate and synthesize new collagen and other matrix components.

In this study, we used porcine-derived type I/III collagen bilayer membrane ACI-Maix from Matricel GmbH for implantation of cultured healthy chondrocytes ex vivo. The biodegradable collagen matrix is considered to play an important role in cartilage repair after the MACI procedure, which supports the growth, migration, and proliferation of chondrocytes in the defected locations.25,27 The collagen membrane will be resorbed, a proteolytic process performed by cells in the vicinity of the defects over the months following implantation.

Many variables may influence the clinical outcomes of patients treated with MACI, including age, BMI, chondral defect size, location and mechanism of injury, joint degeneration at the time of surgery, ex vivo chondrocyte culture...
procedure, preoperative duration of symptoms, number of prior knee surgeries, and postoperative rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{26,39,40} The use of MACI is not recommended in patients over 65 years of age who have generalized degeneration of the cartilage or osteoarthritis. In this study, we only recruited patients aged 14–60 years. Age has demonstrated a significant negative impact on the clinical outcomes of MACI, implying that the gradient and intensity of postoperative rehabilitation may require a more conservative approach in an older patient.

BMI also has a significant negative impact on the clinical outcome of MACI.\textsuperscript{4,41,42} For better clinical outcomes, BMI should be less than 30 kg/m\(^2\), and it has been demonstrated that any reduction in body weight results in a 4-fold reduction in loads experienced at the knee during normal ambulation and daily activities.\textsuperscript{43} This highlights the importance of preoperative weight loss and postoperative weight maintenance, particularly for tibiofemoral weight-bearing grafts. Rehabilitation for patients with excess body weight may require a more conservative progression in the return to full weight-bearing gait.\textsuperscript{27}

Chondral defect size has been shown to have a significant negative effect on the clinical outcomes of MACI.\textsuperscript{27} Some authors have suggested that an upper limit of 7.5 cm\(^2\) may exist and after this level, a poorer graft outcome may be observed.\textsuperscript{27,44} A recent 5-year follow-up study has demonstrated that factors such as graft size, duration of symptoms, preoperative Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey scores, and the postoperative course of weight-bearing rehabilitation are important factors contributing to positive 5-year clinical and radiological outcomes and overall patient satisfaction after MACI.\textsuperscript{44} In our study, the mean defect size was 4.0 cm\(^2\), ranging 0.5–12 cm\(^2\). We have noted that patients with defect sizes of \(\geq7.5\) cm\(^2\) also showed good clinical outcome after MACI. More studies are needed to explore the impact of chondral defect size on the clinical outcomes of MACI.

In general, the MACI procedure was safe based on the exposure of a large number of patients to MACI treatment in the knee.\textsuperscript{45,46} Complications of MACI may be related to the arthroscopy procedure, general complications related to surgical intervention, other knee pathology (such as ligamentous or meniscal pathology), or the biopsy procurement. Complications related to knee surgery in general may also include deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. In this study, except for one failure after 24 months in a patient with multiple lesions, none of the patients reported postoperative complications, and there were no adverse events related to MACI.

Following MACI, four stages of tissue/graft maturation have been described:\textsuperscript{39} 1) graft implantation and chondrocyte attachment (0–6 weeks): the type I/III collagen membrane with seeded chondrocytes is glued onto the subchondral bone using fibrin glue; 2) graft transition and chondrocyte proliferation (6–12 weeks): chondrocytes migrate from the membrane through the fibrin sealant to the subchondral bone and fill the defect with a soft repairing tissue; 3) graft and tissue remodeling (12–26 weeks): chondrocytes generate a matrix consisting of type II collagen, aggrecan (also known as cartilage-specific proteoglycan core protein or chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan 1), glycosaminoglycans, and other matrix proteins, and along with type II collagen, aggrecan forms a major structural component of the cartilage; and 4) graft maturation (6 months to 3 years): the chondrocytes and matrix reach full maturity and cartilage function recovers. During this stage, the graft is well-integrated with the adjacent native cartilage and underlying bone. Since the maturation process following MACI will last for up to 3 years, a proper follow-up program of the patients is important to ensure successful graft maturation.

MRI has demonstrated efficacy in the evaluation of tissue repair following MACI and the magnetic resonance observation of cartilage repair tissue (MOCART) classification has been the most common system utilized for cartilage repair, while a number of MRI scoring systems have been reported.\textsuperscript{47–49} In our study, we observed a largely consistent improvement of the knee cartilages by both MRI and clinical evaluations. However, the MRI-based findings may be in conflict with the clinical assessments.\textsuperscript{47–49} Graft hypertrophy and signal intensity were the strongest MRI-based correlates with clinical outcomes after ACI, and others have found that the overall MRI score and graft infill correlated most often with clinical outcomes following a range of cartilage repair procedures.\textsuperscript{48} In a recent retrospective study with 83 patients receiving MACI surgery, Ebert et al\textsuperscript{42} did not find any correlations between graft infill, signal intensity, or the composite score with the KOOS domains.

On the other hand, the histological findings may not be in agreement with radiological and clinical observations in patients undergoing MACI. In one recent prospective multicentered study with 30 patients treated with MACI, the histological outcome was not significantly related either to the macroscopic appearance of the lesion or to the patient’s functional status at the time of biopsy.\textsuperscript{26} Since the graft maturation after MACI will take up to 3 years, the healing and maturation process after MACI needs to be better understood at the molecular, histological, and clinical levels, and a longer
follow-up is needed to better clarify the relationship between histology, radiology, and long-term clinical outcomes.

Contraindications for undertaking MACI include coexistent knee joint malalignment, ligamentous instability, and/or meniscal deficiency. Anterior cruciate ligament deficiency alters in vivo cartilage contact biomechanics by shifting the contact location to smaller regions of thinner cartilage and by increasing the magnitude of cartilage contact deformation. Adjunct surgical procedures may be carried out in combination with the MACI surgery. In this study, we excluded the patients with the above indications to avoid poor clinical outcomes.

Limitations of our study include the fact that this was a prospective case series, which lacked a control or comparative cohort and that it only consisted of 15 patients. However, none of the patients was lost to follow-up. In addition, the etiology of the lesions was several fold, such as osteochondritis dissecans, osteoarthritis, chondromalacia patella, and trauma, and the lesions were located in different areas. Such variation results in a heterogeneous population, and although results may vary depending on etiology or lesion location, the number of patients here was too small for any stratification analyses. Despite these variations, the overall population improved with MACI implantation.

The outcomes of our first clinical study of MACI implantation in the People’s Republic of China have showed that it is a valid procedure to relieve patients’ pain and improve function by generating new repair tissue treat lesions of various etiologies. Compared with conventional operations and ACI, the significant advantages of MACI include technical simplicity, minimal invasiveness, and significant improvements. Thus, the MACI technique is an effective choice for patients with pain, symptoms, and adversely affected articular cartilage lesions. Further functional and mechanistic studies are needed to validate the efficacy and safety of MACI in patients with articular cartilage injuries.
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